Abstract-When untreated, light-induced degradation (LID) of p-type multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si)-based passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) modules can reduce power output by up to 10% relative during sun-soaking under open-circuit conditions. Identifying the root cause of this form of LID has been the subject of several recent investigations. Lifetime spectroscopy analysis, including both injection and temperature dependencies (IDLS and TIDLS), may offer insight into the root-cause defect(s). In this paper, to illustrate the root-case defect identification method, we apply room-temperature IDLS to intentionally Cr-contaminated mc-Si. Then, we apply this technique to the p-type mc-Si that exhibits LID in PERC devices, and we provide further insights by analyzing qualitatively the injection-dependent lifetime as a function of temperature. We quantify the sensitivity of the capture cross-section ratio to variations in the measured lifetime curve and in the surface recombination. We find that the responsible defect most likely has an energy level between 0.3 and 0.7 eV above the valence band and a capture cross-section ratio between 26 and 36. Additionally, we calculate the concentrations of several candidate impurities that may cause the degradation.
multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) wafers exhibit light-induced degradation (LID), in severe cases reducing power output at the maximum power point by more than 10% relative [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Developing engineering solutions and identifying the root cause(s) for this LID may accelerate industrial adoption of PERC, with projected manufacturing cost savings ($/W).
Several engineering solutions for p-type mc-Si PERC LID have been devised, including modifying the mc-Si wafer type, modifying the metallization firing time-temperature profile, and accelerated degradation and regeneration [7] [8] [9] . Evidence exists for the root-cause defect having a strong bulk component, being spread throughout the wafer, and being reversible [7] . Possible root-cause candidates include a deep-level donor point defect, a charged nanoprecipitate, a charged structural defect, or hydrogen associating and dissociating with impurity point defects [7] . However, a clear consensus has yet to emerge regarding the cause of the observed p-type mc-Si PERC LID.
Previous work has described the theory of lifetime spectroscopy [10] , [11] and demonstrated it using intentionally contaminated samples [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Many of the reported studies utilize both the temperature-and injection-dependence of minority carrier lifetime or a known metastability to pinpoint the nature of the defects in their intentionally contaminated materials. However, a single injection-dependent lifetime curve can be used to gain insight into the possible defect parameters [10] , [11] , [25] . Furthermore, Murphy et al. proposed a linear parameterization of the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) equations which simplifies the interpretation and fitting of measured data [17] . These lifetime spectroscopy techniques, while robust, have not yet been universally adopted for the identification of defects in industrial (not intentionally contaminated) materials.
In this paper, we combine defect-targeted and injectiondependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS) with the simplified linear parameterization to perform root-cause analysis of p-type mc-Si PERC LID. To explain our approach, which combines several tools reported in the literature, we first apply roomtemperature IDLS to an example of intentionally chromiumcontaminated p-type mc-Si. We then apply IDLS to an industrial sample set for which there are many unknowns. We analyze degraded and undegraded p-type mc-Si PERC semifabricates. We report the concentrations of candidate root-cause impurities, and we quantify the error in the analysis, bounding the parameter space of the possible root cause(s) of p-type mc-Si PERC LID. We further extend our analysis by considering qualitatively the injection-dependent lifetime of degraded semifabricates as a function of temperature (TIDLS).
II. METHODS: INJECTION-DEPENDENT LIFETIME SPECTROSCOPY
IDLS analysis can most effectively enable root-cause defect identification when the following conditions are met.
1) The material can be reasonably assumed to be dominated by one or two defects.
2) The defect(s) are uniformly distributed or injectiondependent lifetime can be measured at the same spatial resolution as changes in the defect distribution [16] . 3) Other recombination mechanisms are small or well known in comparison in the measured injection range. 4) Recombination at the defect can be modeled as SRH recombination [27] , [28] , and the underlying defect has been well characterized in the literature in terms of its SRH parameters. Herein, we apply IDLS according to the following steps. 1) Measure spatially-averaged injection-dependent lifetime. 2) Calculate the intrinsic lifetime, including the Auger and radiative components [29] . 3) Assess the surface-related lifetime. 4) Extract the SRH-related lifetime from the measured lifetime by harmonically subtracting the intrinsic and surface lifetime components. 5) Plot the SRH lifetime as a function of a linearized carrier concentration (the ratio of electron to hole concentrations, denoted by the variable X) [17] . 6) Fit the lifetime versus X curve on linear axes with one or more lines, according to the expected number of defects, which combine in a harmonic sum to minimize the mean squared error. 7) From the slope and y-intercept of the fitted lines, calculate the ratio of electron to hole capture cross-sections as a function of the energy level, k versus E t , to identify rootcause defect candidates [10] , [11] , [26] , [30] . 8) In addition, from the fitted line parameters, calculate the electron capture cross-section as a function of the defect energy level to quantify the concentration of candidate defects with known capture cross-sections [10] , [17] . The equations for steps (5), (7) , and (8) for p-type Si adapted from [17] are shown in (1)- (3) . k is the ratio of electron to hole capture cross-sections. σ e is the electron capture cross section. Q is a parameter defined in (3) and also reported in [16] , [17] . v th is the thermal velocity of carriers in Si. N is the concentration of the defect. τ is the minority carrier lifetime. X is the ratio of electron to hole concentrations. p 0 is the equilibrium hole concentration, determined from the measured resistivity. n 1 and p 1 are the SRH carrier concentrations, which are a function of the energy level, E t , and the density of states in the conduction and valence bands. The defect is assumed to lie within the bandgap, with known possible E t from 0 to 1.124 eV above the valence band.
We choose quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) [31] using the Sinton Instruments WCT-120 for the lifetime measurements because it is the most established way to measure the injection dependence of minority carrier lifetime, and it is also the lifetime measurement method used by Murphy et al. [17] for the lifetime spectroscopy and subsequent linearization and fitting procedure.
The lifetime measurements are performed on mc-Si, which is known to be spatially inhomogeneous in lifetime (e.g., structural defects, precipitated metals). The effect of lifetime inhomogeneity on quantitative defect concentration measurements by QSSPC has been reported by Geerligs et al. [32] . They studied a model defect sample: a single-crystalline silicon wafer that was implanted with iron and annealed, then half coated with an optimized passivation layer and half unpassivated (i.e., long and short effective lifetimes, respectively). Using the crossover method for Fe-B pair quantification, they found a maximum of two times relative difference in Fe concentration by measuring the "half-and-half sample" in different locations. However, the slopes of the QSSPC curves measured (see [32, Fig. 4] ) were similar to within 5% (for Fe-B) and 20% (for Fe i ), measured between 1 × 10 14 and 1 × 10 15 cm -3 injection levels. The E t versus k curves are determined by the shape (slope) of the injection-dependent lifetime curve. Therefore, we conclude that the defect identification in the mc-Si samples studied herein is relatively insensitive to the lifetime heterogeneity introduced by structural defects.
III. CASE STUDY: INTENTIONALLY CONTAMINATED MULTICRYSTALLINE SILICON
To illustrate the root-cause IDLS analysis approach described in the previous section, we analyze an intentionally Cr-contaminated p-type mc-Si wafer with a known total Cr concentration of 9.9 × 10 13 cm −3 and an interstitial Cr (Cr i ) concentration of 4.5 × 10 13 cm −3 measured by Cr i − B s pair dissociation. See Jensen et al. [33] for further sample and experimental details.
For this low-lifetime sample passivated with AlO x , the measured lifetime is strongly dominated by SRH recombination. Thus, the injection-dependent SRH lifetime is taken to be the measured lifetime with the intrinsic lifetime component removed. The linearized SRH curve is shown in Fig. 1 . From the linearized curve, two distinct slopes, one at low injection (X < 0.01) and one at higher injection (X > 0.01) are visible. Thus, two lines are fit. The dominant defect over the majority of the injection range (dashed line) has a slope of 0.412 μs and a y-intercept of 0.147 μs while the secondary defect (dotted line) has a slope of 40.2 μs and a y-intercept of 1.63 × 10 −4 μs. For the dominant defect (shallower dashed line in Fig. 1 ), (1) and (3) are applied to determine possible k values as a function of the energy level, E t . The k−E t curve for this defect is shown in Fig. 2 with some known literature values of impurities in silicon for comparison [23] , [24] , [34] [35] [36] [37] . Consistent with 2 . Capture cross-section ratio k as a function of energy level E t above the valence band for the dominant defect in the Cr-contaminated sample. Defects with parameters from literature are plotted with red dots and labeled in gray or black [23] , [24] , [34] [35] [36] [37] . The k − E t curve directly intersects the literature value for Cr i .
the intentional introduction of Cr in the melt during growth of this wafer, the extracted curve intersects the literature value for interstitial chromium Cr i , with k = 5 and E t = 0.88 eV [24] .
From the dominant defect curve, we also plot the electron capture cross-section as a function of the energy level (see Fig. 3 , x-axis) and impurity concentration (see Fig. 3 , colored curves) as described by (2) and (3). Identified as a possible lifetimelimiting defect in Fig. 2 , Cr i is plotted. Given that the electron capture cross-section for Cr i is 2 × 10 −14 cm 2 [24] , the calculated concentration of Cr i is 2.78 × 10 13 cm −3 , which is within 40% of the value measured by Cr i −B s dissociation in [33] . For this sample, we know that Cr was introduced during growth and that Cr is present in a high enough concentration to form precipitates at grain boundaries [33] . If there were multiple candidates determined from the k − E t relationship, we could combine the results of Fig. 3 with total impurity concentration measurements (e.g., inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) to rule out certain candidates. Similar to previously reported studies, this case study of an intentionally introduced, known defect with independent measurements of the defect concentration and SRH parameters in the literature demonstrates the robustness of this technique for a p-type mc-Si wafer that meets the requirements outlined in Section II. We now apply this same method to an industrially important case with many more unknowns: p-type mc-Si PERC LID.
IV. INJECTION-DEPENDENT LIFETIME SPECTROSCOPY ANALYSIS OF p-TYPE MULTICRYSTALLINE SILICON PASSIVATED EMITTER AND REAR CELL LIGHT-INDUCED DEGRADATION
The samples analyzed in this section are p-type mc-Si PERC semifabricates fired at 950°C peak temperature without the contact metal present. From top to bottom, the semifabricates are comprised of an SiN x layer, phosphorus-diffused emitter, p-type mc-Si wafer, a passivation layer, and a capping layer. One wafer was fired and then stored in the dark (undegraded) while the other was fired and then light soaked at a temperature of 65-75°C with an illumination of 0.9-1.1 suns for one week (degraded). See Nakayashiki et al. [7] for further details about the module-level degradation and experimental details for these specific wafers. IDLS is a promising root-cause defect analysis tool for PERC LID because a clear injectiondependent lifetime signature can be observed for a degraded sample [6] [7] [8] . Furthermore, the degradation has been shown to be repeatable, somewhat predictable (even though the exact cause is currently unknown to the community), and is ubiquitous across the wafer (see μ-PCD maps in [7, Fig. 8]) . Accordingly, injection-dependent lifetimes measured at several different locations within the degraded wafer were found to be nearly identical. For these reasons, we hypothesize that the degraded lifetime should be due to at most two or three dominant defects. The room-temperature injection-dependent SRH lifetime curves (blue open circles) are extracted from the measured lifetime curves (plus signs) by removing the intrinsic (yellow) and surface (dash-dotted line) lifetime components for the undegraded and the degraded samples (see Fig. 4 ). From a fit to the measured injection-dependent lifetime curves in a high injection as described in [38] , the undegraded wafer has an emitter recombination current J 0e = 6.47 × 10 −14 A/cm 2 at an injection level of 2.5 × 10 16 cm −3 and the degraded wafer has J 0e = 4.9 × 10 −14 A/m 2 at an injection level of 1.9 × 10 16 cm −3 . We note uncertainty for the J 0e estimations due to the asymmetric structure of the semifabricates and a maximum measured injection level that is close to the sample doping level. The impact of this uncertainty will be addressed in the following paragraphs. The degraded curve is dominated by the SRH lifetime throughout much of the measured injection range, but the undegraded curve is influenced by both surface and SRH lifetime and, therefore, characterization of the surface component is important.
From the linearized SRH curves, more than one slope is visible. Thus, two lines are fit, and their combination matches the measured curve well [7] . For both the undegraded and degraded samples, there is one defect that dominates throughout the entire injection level range. For the undegraded sample, the dominant defect has a slope of 162 μs and a y-intercept of 90 μs while the secondary defect has a slope of 6086 μs and a y-intercept close to 0 μs. For the degraded sample, the secondary defect has a slope close to 0 μs and a y-intercept of 117 μs while the dominant defect has a slope of 186 μs and a y-intercept of 5.1 μs.
For the dominant defect curve in each state, we calculate k as a function of E t as in (1) and (3). The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 5 . It is clear that the lifetime-limiting defects in the undegraded and the degraded states are distinct. Therefore, we focus on analysis of the degraded curve to gain insight into the cause of PERC LID. . Capture cross-section ratio k as a function of energy level E t above the valence band for the dominant defects in the 950°C peak firing condition in the undegraded (gray curve) and degraded (black curve) states. Defects with parameters from literature [20] , [23] , [24] , [34] [35] [36] [37] , [40] , [41] are plotted with red dots and labeled in either gray or black. Black labeled defects are possible candidates for the root cause of the PERC LID observed in this study. The measured injection level (purple) and measured lifetime (blue) were increased or decreased by 10%, and J 0e (green) was increased or decreased by 30% relative to the base values.
To quantify the robustness of the k−E t curve in the degraded state to experimental uncertainty, we performed a sensitivity analysis. To quantify the sensitivity to the surface lifetime calculation, the J 0e was increased and decreased by 30%, one standard deviation from the mean of the J 0e measured on five similar samples. To quantify the sensitivity to inaccuracies in the measured injection-dependent lifetime curve, the measured injection level was increased and decreased by 10%, and the measured lifetime was increased and decreased by 10%. These variations account for uncertainties in thickness, resistivity, and optical properties, and are approximately the same as the reported laboratory-to-laboratory reproducibility for QSSPC measurements [39] . For each perturbation, the linearized SRH lifetime and the k − E t curves were recalculated (see Fig. 5 ).
For the degraded wafer, the perturbations result in a range of k values between 26 and 36 in the middle flat portion of the k − E t curve. The k − E t curve is most sensitive to the changes in injection level (purple curves, k = 26.8 and 35.2 at midgap) and J 0e (green curves, k = 31.2 and 34.6 at midgap). On the other hand, the k − E t curve is much less sensitive to changes in the absolute value of the lifetime (blue curves, k = 29.5 and 31.5 at midgap) due to the fact that SRH recombination dominates the measured lifetime compared to both surface and intrinsic contributions. This sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the defect identification by IDLS analysis is quite robust. The same analysis applied to the undegraded wafer also showed that the uncertainty does not affect the conclusion that the lifetime-limiting defects are distinctly different between the two states. Based on these results, we therefore add to our previous conclusion, in which we gave a single k value [7] , to state that, if the LID defect level is near the middle of the bandgap, the k value lies between 26 and 36. For comparison, defects with values of k and E t available in the literature are plotted with the curves in Fig. 5 [20] , [23] , [24] , [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , [40] , [41] . Other defects with parameters available in the literature that lie outside the bounds of the axes in Fig. 5 do not lie near the calculated curves and are thus excluded. It should be noted that the defect parameters vary widely in the literature for some defects, and not all the parameters are known for some defects, thus increasing uncertainty in the defect identification via IDLS. Using the literature values cited herein, some candidates for lifetime-limiting impurities in the degraded state are the Ti interstitial double donor [20] , [41] , the Mo interstitial donor [37] , and the W substitutional donor [40] .
The electron capture cross section as a function of the energy level was also calculated for a wide range of defect concentrations (see Fig. 6 ) according to (2) , and the top three candidates from Fig. 5 were plotted with the curves. We note that the injection-dependent lifetime curves may be affected by the presence of structural defects, introducing some error into the calculation of the concentrations of possible candidate impurities; nonetheless, we are confident that the lifetime is primarily limited by the degradation-related defect, so we directly analyze the SRH lifetime data shown in Fig. 4 . ICP-MS data are not available for these specific samples, but for comparison, we consult the ICP-MS measurements of total element concentrations provided in [8] and in the supplementary information of [42] . In [8] of mc-Si for photovoltaics. Thus, the impurity concentrations calculated from the IDLS analysis are reasonable.
This room-temperature IDLS analysis significantly narrows the possible candidates for the root-cause defect of p-type mcSi PERC LID. In addition to confirming the highly asymmetric nature of carrier capture for the PERC LID defect, we note from Fig. 6 , for example, that 10 −15 cm 2 is a reasonable lower bound on the electron capture cross section for the dominant defect. For defects with E t between 0.25 and 0.75 eV, this lower bound corresponds to a point defect concentration of 10 13 cm −3 , which is a reasonable upper bound on the point defect impurity concentration given the total impurity concentrations measured by ICP-MS.
Temperature-dependent QSSPC measurements [22] and analysis can further narrow the range of candidates to a specific k − E t pair. In general, the injection-dependent SRH lifetime can increase, decrease, or remain unchanged as the injection level increases [11] . The E t , k, and temperature, among other factors, affect the shape of the curve. For example, as the temperature increases, the lifetime curves can increase in magnitude and, then, maintain their shape or flatten and become inverted. In Fig. 7 , we show QSSPC measurements of the injection-dependent lifetime in the degraded state measured at three different set point temperatures: 25, 100, and 175°C. We observe that all three curves have similar shape. As the temperature increases, the lifetime increases, and as the injection level increases, the lifetime increases.
We calculated the expected shapes of the injection-dependent SRH lifetime curves as a function of temperature according to the models described in [10] , assuming a single defect for each of the k − E t pairs along the k − E t curve calculated for the degraded state (see Fig. 5 , black dashed line). We found that the trends in calculated SRH lifetime shape match the measured curves well for E t = 0.3-0.7 eV above the valence band. We cannot rule out defects with E t = 0.0-0.1, 0.22-0.3, and 0.7-0.75 eV above the valence band. The possible capture cross-section ratios are paired with the possible energy levels via the k − E t curve. This analysis indicates that it is less likely that either Ti interstitial double donor or Mo interstitial donor is the responsible defect compared to W substitutional donor, according to the k − E t values reported in Fig. 5 .
Finally, we also observe that after the temperature-dependent measurements up to 200°C, the lifetime remeasured at 25°C is higher than its original value. This temperature-dependent behavior is consistent with previous observations that the lifetime degradation can be reversed by a short anneal [7] . The instability of the lifetime can provide further insight into the nature of the defect.
This preliminary temperature analysis assumes that k is constant with temperature, which is not always the case [18] , [20] , [21] , and it also assumes that the defect that is dominant at room temperature remains dominant at 100 and 175°C. Additionally, we acknowledge that the surface recombination changes with temperature, but we see from Fig. 4 that the lifetime is dominated by SRH in low and medium injection. We assume that this condition holds as temperature increases and interpret the shape of the measured curve.
Measurement of injection-dependent SRH lifetime curves in a wider temperature range combined with detailed TIDLS analysis may further constrain the parameter space. Once the k − E t curve is further constrained, a root-cause defect that is consistent with the identified defect parameters and the module-and celllevel and other time-and temperature-dependent behavior (e.g., regeneration [6] ) must still be described. Injection-dependent lifetime measurements taken as the degradation progresses may also provide insight into these behaviors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We apply both IDLS and TIDLS to identify and quantify the concentration of impurities in 1) intentionally Cr-contaminated p-type mc-Si model samples and 2) p-type mc-Si that exhibited PERC LID. Through the analysis of the model samples, we illustrate our use of room-temperature IDLS in a root-cause analysis. We further investigate the nature of the defect by analyzing the injection-dependent lifetime of degraded samples as a function of temperature. The lifetime analysis of the p-type mc-Si PERC LID wafers shows that in the degraded state the responsible defect most likely has an energy level between 0.3 and 0.7 eV above the valence band and a capture cross-section ratio between 26 and 36. These data are consistent with a deep-level donor point defect, a charged nanoprecipitate, a charged structural defect, or hydrogen associating and dissociating with an impurity point defect (possibly substitutional W at a concentration of ∼ 5.6 × 10 11 cm −3 ). We demonstrate that this analysis is robust to perturbations in the measured injection-dependent lifetime curve and emitter recombination current estimates. Thus, IDLS is a rapid and powerful analysis method for identifying and quantifying lifetime-limiting defects in PV systems. We note that as device architectures that involve high-temperature processing steps improve and wafer thicknesses decrease, higher injection levels are expected, suggesting that a continuously improving LID mitigation strategy that directly targets the root-cause defect(s) is advised.
